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Motivation Letter 

Sciant is a joint-stock company, providing services in Information Technology industry. The company has 
many customers across the globe, including even Japan and China. Of course, many of our customers are 
in England, Scotland and British Commonwealth – India and Australia. 

Sciant is BBBA member nearly since its foundation and has been actively participating in many BBBA 
events, including the IT Committee and the IT Roadshow. The company has rare approach for doing IT 
services – it is investing in domain knowledge and its engineers are aware how the industry, they write 
code for, works. 

Me myself was one of the founders of Sciant Jsc, but I have rather non-standard background for a IT 
executive. I have gradated in our Naval Academy and I started my IT career in Italia and Germany, working 
for a company founded by British colleages. Since my early professional days, I understood it takes a British 
colleague to enable German and American engineers to work together. 

Since now I’m in my late 40ties, I think I have gathered good experience not only in IT but also across 
different industries and I can use it to contribute to BBBA activities and to help shaping its strategy going 
forward. It would be typical to say I can contribute to the Board with my IT knowledge. That would be 
straight-forward. I would say something else though – since Sciant has specialized in gathering domain 
knowledge about other industries, I could actually work better with BBBA members that are in 
automotive, aerospace, banking, insurance, hospitality, transportation, logistic and other industries to 
help them understand better how to use advantages IT can provide for a greater benefit. 

 

 

                                           

Regards: ………………………….. 

                Evlogi Georgiev, COO 
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